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Henry Poincaré (1854-1912)

nonlinear dynamics
theory of chaos

• planetary system (2-body problem) is an 
exception

• most dynamical systems are chaotic

• long term evolution very sensitive to initial 
conditions

• trajectories in phase space strongly 
intertwined



Chaotic systems

the greater the precision with which we wish 
to know the future

or

the farther the future we wish to predict

the greater the accuracy with which we need 
to know the initial conditions

Prediction of the future requires knowledge of the present with infinite 
accuracy
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Heisenberg uncertainty principle

position ( x ) and momentum ( p = mv ) cannot be known 
simultaneously with arbitrary precision.
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→ The precise prediction of the future is forbidden by quantum mechanics

[ local hidden-variable theories rejected by experiment (Bell’s theorem …) ]
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Poincaré: practical indeterminacy

Poincaré + Heisenberg  → intrinsic indeterminacy

Future is not determined

There is room (although it does not prove) the existence of

- Free will (human design)
- Providence
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Quantum measurement. “Wave-packet collapse

are macroscopically distinct

The “collapse” or “reduction” of the wave function is essential to convert 
uncertainty about the present  unpredictability of the future

   
   measurement
    (inter    macroscopic entangled state system-apparatusquantum system

      app action)aratus

x y z A x X y Y z Z    

, ,X Y Z
 in practice only one of the possible states is observed:

,e.g.  oy Y z Z
Quantum mechanics only predicts (and very well) the statistics of 
results in identically prepared experiments. 

 cannot predict the result of an individual experiment 

(“collapse”)



Schrödinger’s 
cat paradox

  
mechanical 
  detectorcat entangled state atom-catatom

A Yx y yXx  

cat aliveexcited atom

decayed atom dead cat

x X

Yy




 in practice we observe the cat alive or dead
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Hyperion
satellite of Saturn 

chaotic rotation

oblong

mass ~ 6×1018 kg

mean diameter ~ 300 km

rotation period ~ 21 days

tħ  ~ 20 yrs W H Zurek (1998)

t > tħ  prediction prohibited by QM

information is nowhere
Lyapunov ~  (40 days)-1

( solar system:   tħ  ~ 700 million yrs )



Poincaré: practical indeterminacy

Poincaré + Heisenberg  → intrinsic indeterminacy

Future is not determined

There is room (although it does not prove) the existence of

- Free will (human design)
- Providence



What or who determines the future?

Initial conditions (determinism)  ruled out

Human design non-controversial

External (intelligent) design very controversial

Chance, randomness…

(except for 
marginal proposals)



Gödel’s incompleteness theorems (1931)

A logical system with a finite number of axioms and rules, sufficiently complex to 
include arithmetics, and consistent (without contradictions):

is not complete, i.e. contains theorems which are true but unprovable.

We cannot know which ones are those theorems. 

Given a non-proved and non-refuted conjecture, we cannot know whether:

- It’s true or false
- In any of the two cases: 

- whether the proof exists but we don’t find it, or
- whether the proof does not exist



There are classes of undecidable statements:

Neither “T” nor “no T” can be proved, in the general case

(although, in each particular case, one of the two has to be true)

Undecidability

Example: the halting problem …



Alan Turing (1912-1954)

Turing machine =
universal computer

• The halting problem (1936): 

• No general algorithm exists to know if a program will lead the computer to a 
halt. 

Another instance of undecidable problem: the proof of randomness …



What is randomness (chance)?

Algorithmic definition:

A number secuence is random if it cannot be 
compressed, i.e. if no program exists which, being 
shorter than the sequence, does completely 
determine the sequence.

314159265358979323846264338327950288419716939937510 58209749445923078164062862089986280348253421170679
8214808651328230664709384460955058223172535940812848111745028410270193852110555964462294895493038196 
4428810975665933446128475648233786783165271201909145648566923460348610454326648213393607260249141273 
7245870066063155881748815209209628292540917153643678925903600113305305488204665213841469519415116094 
3305727036575959195309218611738193261179310511854807446237996274956735188575272489122793818301194912 
9833673362440656643086021394946395224737190702179860943702770539217176293176752384674818467669405132 
0005681271452635608277857713427577896091736371787214684409012249534301465495853710507922796892589235 
4201995611212902196086403441815981362977477130996051870721134999999837297804995105973173281609631859 
5024459455346908302642522308253344685035261931188171010003137838752886587533208381420617177669147303 
5982534904287554687311595628638823537875937519577818577805321712268066130019278766111959092164201989 
3809525720106548586327886593615338182796823030195203530185296899577362259941389124972177528347913151 
55748572424541506959508295331168617278558890750983 81754637464939319255060400927701671139009848824012 
8583616035637076601047101819429555961989467678374494482553797747268471040475346462080466842590694912 
9331367702898915210475216205696602405803815019351125338243003558764024749647326391419927260426992279 
6782354781636009341721641219924586315030286182974555706749838505494588586926995690927210797509302955 
32116534498720275596023648066549911988183479775356 

seems random but is not



Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716)

Infinitesimal calculus
binary system

philosopher, mathematician, jurist, politician

(precursor of information theory)
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Gregory Chaitin (1947- )
algorithmic 
theory of 

information

No general algorithm exists to decide if a sequence is random

The random character of a sequence is undecidable 
(in the Gödel and Turing sense)

Randomness cannot be proved



We can’t be sure about randomness …



Facultad de CC. Físicas UCM, 27 octubre 2011
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Human design non-controversial

External (intelligent) design very controversial

Randomness…

(except for 
marginal proposals)
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Randomness cannot be proved

Randomness (understood as indeterminacy without design) can be a 
reasonable, useful hypothesis, essential to make progress on some 
occasions (e.g.  statistical physics, quantum physics, evolution theory),

but not provable stricto sensu.

The absence of design cannot be proved

The concept of randomness cannot be ascribed with certainty to any 
process.

Randomness is a phenomenological concept. 



Jacques Monod (1910-1976)

(translated from the Spanish version”

“Selection operates with the products of chance 
indeed, and cannot be fed in any other way; but it acts 
on a domain of stringent requirements from where 
randomness is removed [natural selection].”

“Randomness must be here regarded as essential.”



Jacques Monod (1910-1976)

circular argument … if the existence of chance is 
presented as a scientific conclusion.

(translated from the Spanish version”

“Selection operates with the products of chance 
indeed, and cannot be fed in any other way; but it acts 
on a domain of stringent requirements from where 
randomness is removed [natural selection].”

“Randomness must be here regarded as essential.”



Jacques Monod (1910-1976)

After describing some genetic mutations, he writes:

“[mutations] constitute the only possible source of modifications in the 
genetic text, itself the sole repository of the organism's hereditary 
structures, it necessarily follows that chance alone is at the source of 
every innovation, of all creation in the biosphere. Pure chance, 
absolutely free but blind, at the very root of the stupendous edifice of 
evolution: this central concept of modern biology is no longer one 
among other possible or even conceivable hypotheses. It is today the 
sole conceivable hypothesis, the only one that squares with observed 
and tested fact. And nothing warrants the supposition — or the hope —
that on this score our position is likely ever to be revised.”

[Monod, 1970]. 
Emphases by Monod.



Karl Popper (1902-1994)

A theory is scientific if it is refutable by a conceivable event 
(experiment), if it is “falsable”.

falsability criterion

Stricto sensu, a scientific theory is never verified in a definite way, but it 
can successfully pass many probes in each of which it could be refuted 
(falsified).

Practical certainty about some theories can be reached. 



H. C. Reichel: 
“The hypothesis of randomness
is unprovable in principle, and 
conversely, the teleological
thesis is unrefutable in principle.

I add: 
In this sense, the teleological 
hypothesis is not scientific either, 
since it does not satisfy Popper’s 
falsability criterion.



Statements about the existence of design may be, occasionally, very 
reasonable philosophical statements, but are not scientific in a strict 
sense. 

Statements about the absence of design are not scientific either, since 
randomness cannot be proved. 



Finality hypothesis is not scientific (stricto sensu) because it’s 
irrefutable in the general case.

Chance hypothesis is not scientific (stricto sensu) because it’s 
unverifiable in each particular case.



Science may suggest the existence of design, but cannot prove it. It 
cannot prove its absence either. In particular, it cannot prove the 
absence of Intelligent Design (or its presence). 

Questions about finality may be of high philosophical interest, 
but must remain outside the scientific debate. 

What or who determines the future?

Initial condition (determinism)  ruled out

Human design non polemic

External (intelligent) design very polemic

Randomness unprovable



“Provisional” limits of science

• Pushed further by any sound research program. 

• Those facts which, being currently unknown, can eventually be 
unveiled by scientific progress. 

Realities within the domain of science

and within the reach of science



“External” limits of science

• Creation from metaphysical nothing

• Conscience as subjective experience

• Ethics (human rights, …)

• Aesthetics (artistic experience)

• Concept of God

• …

realities outside the domain of science and

therefore outside the reach of science

(element of immateriality)

(Popper’s net analogy)



“Internal” limits of science

• Incompleteness (Gödel)

• Undeterminacy (Poincaré, Heisenberg)

realities within the domain of science

but outside the reach of science

future not contained in the present – nonobservable causes

mathematical truths not reachable by human reason

 The myth of an all-explaining science is unjustifed, 
a remnant of 19th century world view.

 aperture to the idea of trascendence
(God, soul, concepts outside science)


